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The opportunity Izvolsky sought was provided by Austria-Hungary. With the national awakening of the Balkan peoples, the government of Vienna became increasingly uneasy about the vast Slav population under its rule. It was believed that the growth of the national move-ment among the Balkan Slavs might well lead to the dismemberment of the Dual Monarchy. Since the Austro-Hungarian occupation of the predominantly Serbian provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina ! 1S78)? the kingdom of Serbia had been watched with particular suspicion by the government of Vienna. Milan and his son Alexander, the two last Serbian kings of the Obrenovitch dynasty, maintained friendly relations with Austria. In June, 1903, however, King Alexander and Queen Draga were brutally murdered, the Obrenovich dynasty was deposed, and King Peter Karageorgevich mounted the Serbian throne. In spite of the inauspicious conditions surrounding his accession, Peter proved a popular and able ruler, and became the leader of the "Greater Serbia" movement which aspired to effecting the unification of all peoples of Serbian blood, that is, Serbs, Bosnians, Slovenes, Croats, and Dalmatians. He leaned heavily on Russian support, while Austro-Serbian relations rapidly deteriorated. The expiration in 1906 of the Austro-Serbian commercial treaty was followed by a tariff war disruptive of old established economic ties and conducive to much ill feeling in both countries. Baron (later count) von Aehrenthal, appointed Austrian foreign minister in October, 1906, had once advocated the revival of the alliance of the three emperors, but had changed his mind and had reached the conclusion that an active policy in the Balkans was imperative for the preservation of the integrity of the Dual Monarchy. Aehrenthal had spent some fifteen years in St. Petersburg, twice in minor diplomatic posts and finally as ambassador from 1902 to 1906. An eyewitness of the Russian revolution of 1905, he became convinced that Russia was not in a position to intervene effectively in the Balkans and that the moment was propitious for dealing with the Serbian menace.
In September, 1907, Izvolsky visited Vienna and confidentially informed Aehrenthal of his desire to have the Straits opened to Russian warships. The Austrian minister was non-committal but asked to be given advance notice of any action bearing on the status of the Straits; Austria was to follow a like course if and when she decided to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina. Professor Fay rightly notes that the Buchlau agreement of a year later "was foreshadowed" in Vienna in September,

